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ABSTRACT

This paper is an examination of the current movement in cities to

share administration and policy~making functions in public service

bureaucracies with lay clientele or neighborhood residents. The paper

first makes a distinction between two forms of control-sharing--decen

tralization and client representation~-andexploresthe differences

between them in regard to organization, the criteria by which adminis

trative standards may be established, the availability of the bureau

cracy, and the sources of lay influence or control in the policy-making

process.

A second purpose is to trace the origins of control-sharing ideas

to their roots in American federalism and developing notions of partici

patory democracy.

Finally, the paper closes with an argument that improvement of

service delivery offers only one (and perhaps not the most important)

justification for control-sharing experiments. Another justification

is that such institutional arrangements promise to provide the psycholog

ical resources necessary for the development by politically deprived or

inexperienced groups of integral political communities. These resources

include recognition, community, individual psychic resources such as a

sense of efficacy, and the commitment of the larger society to goals

defined and sought by the poor.



Of the many striking political developments of the past ten years

in American cities, two stand out in sharp relief. One is the beginning

rise of potentially powerful black constituencies, uncertain of their

strength, expectant, and occasionally violent. The other is a generalized

sense of crisis, characterized, depending upon one's perspective, either

by the conviction that we have lost control over the urban environment

or by the realization of the magnitude of the difficulties we face in

gaining control in the first place. The two phenomena are not unrelated.

They are indeed linked by the fact that the political movements these

developments have given rise to share a common antipathy toward big and

centralized city government.

Blacks have always suffered a dilution of their power in centralized

urban political systems. There is, for example, much evidence to indicate

that cities with at-large councilmanic elections are less responsive to
I

minority group demands than are cities with ward-based elections. And

blacks have traditionally opposed metropolitan consolidation reform

efforts on similar grounds. 2 In addition the achievement by blacks of

the first rudimentary organizational resources necessary to enter the

urban political process has often brought disappointing results. As Herbert

Kaufman has pointed out, not only have they discovered that the process of

building access to political structures is a long and slow one, but they

also encounter well-organized, entrenched interests (the city public

employees unions are examples), schooled in the art· of getting what they

want from big city government, which block their aspirations.
3

In the big

arena of the city, the experience and resources blacks can bring to bear

to back their demands place them at a disadvantage in contests with estab

lished groups. For these reasons, then, black antipathy toward big and

centralized city government is not difficult to understand.

For somewhat different reasons the sense of crisis (what James Wilson

has called the "urban unease") is also marked by a revulsion toward urban

political institutions in their current dimensions. Big city government

has not, perhaps, neglected the interests of most city dwellers in the

same way that it has often neglected those of the Negro. But living with
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big government has apparently robbed many of them of the feeling that

they can control their immediate, that is, their neighborhood, environ
4menta People seem to feel that things have gotten out of hand: those

with the means flee the cities, and a substantial majority of Americans
5

express a preference for life in small towns or suburbs.

One apparent reaction to the confrontation of the urban citizenry

and its big governments has been the call to reduce the latter to

manageable proportions either by breaking it up in some way or by seeking

devices to mitigate its size and concentration. This call has taken a

variety of forms over the past decade, and it has emanated from a diversity

of sources. To some extent the history of the reaction can be traced

through its catch-phrases and battle cries. The earliest and a still

persistent strain has been the call for participatory democracy or, as it

is more likely t9 be put today; "citizen participation." Private

foundations (Ford), the federal government, liberal wings of professional

associations (planners), and community voluntary and political associations

of various hues have all at different times advocated mechanisms for in

volving citizens on a formal basis in the affairs of big government. More

recently many of these same groups, dissatisfied with the limitations of

mere participation, have begun to demand "local control" or "community

control."

Today there are few American cities without some evidence of the

attraction of these ideas. The federal government provided incentive and

a model when it institutionalized citizen participation ("maximum feasible

participation") on a wide scale through the community action program.

Over 1000 communities currently have anti-poverty boards with citizen

representatives of the poor. Many cities are beginning to experiment

without the stimulus of the federal government. For example, a report on

the status of school decentralization in all of its possible forms indicates

that by the end of 1969 at least 31 cities and metropolitan governments

were considering the decentralization of their educational systems or have

actually begun such experiments. 6 One city,Washington, D.C., is con

sidering a serious proposal for subjecting the police to some degree of

direct popular control,? and at least three others have established
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officially sanctioned citizen auxiliary peace-keeping patrols. Several

additional cities have such patrols which are not sanctioned by the

I
, 8

po ~ce.

Pressure for similar experiments has spread to other municipal

service agencies. The Department of Housing and Urban Development

reports that tenant representatives now sit on the public housing author

ities in a dozen cities, and tenant control has become a major demand. 9

Social workers and community organizers have also advocated representa

tive roles for welfare recipients on public welfare boards. Conceivably,

the same principle of client representation could be applied to many

other urban service agencies. In short the movement to counter big,

centralized city government is variegated and to all appearances, growing

in momentum.

As is perhaps customary in response to reform proposals which capture

the activist imagination, policy planners and practitioners have tended

to plunge into these experiments with little sense of what they signify.lO

This paper represents an attempt to examine this complex reaction to big

urban government with the intentions in mind of making clear what these

reforms entail, establish~ng the intellectual and political contexts with

in which they are taking place, and attempting to understand the meaning
11of the demand for such reforms.

It is essential at the outset to layout some definitions. I propose

to examine not only the form of what I shall call control-sharing arrange

ments but also the demand for them. A control-sharing arrangement is, for

the purposes of this paper, a form of administrative and political organi

zation of municipal service agencies in which the authority to make policy

decisions about service levels and general administrative standards is

shared among professional bureaucrats, elected, officials, and citizen

representatives of geographical neighborhoods or particular client groups.

I shall not deal with various federally backed programs such as Model Cities

or community action, except insofar as they provide models, nor shall I

be concerned with proposals which involve private funding or sponsorship

such as community economic development corporations. Furthermore, control

sharing does not refer to the hiring by the service bureaucracy in question
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of minority group members or service clients as regular employees. My

concern is exclusively with the sharing of policy-making authority in

urban service bureaucracies.

The analysis is based on the abstraction of elements from both

current experiments in existence and from proposals or demands for such

schemes. No effort is made to examine how such arrangements will pro

bably work: my interest here is how they would ideally work.

There are two principal forms of control-sharing. One may be

called decentralization, a form of organization designed to share con

trol through the transfer of some policy-making authority to residents

of particular neighborhood territories. The second may be called client

representation, a scheme for. sharing control by institutionalizing repre

sentation of client groups 'on bodies vested with policy-making powers

over bureaucratic agencies.

Two ideal-type models will serve to provide reference points. In

a decentralized system both administration and policy-making occur at

two levels in the city: at a central or city-wide level and at the local

or neighborhood level. Citizen representatives are selected by neighbor

hood residents to make local policy subject to certain general guidelines

and budgetary constraints determined at the central level (or sometimes, as

in the case of education, by the state as well). Members of the body

vested with policy-making power at the central level include representatives

from the neighborhood policy boards. Administrators, that is, bureaucrats,

tend to be professionals at both levels.

In a client representation system there is only a central bureaucracy

in the city. However, a policy-making board for that bureaucracy includes

representatives of the particular clientele the agency serves. The two

types of control-sharing might, of course, overlap. For example, decen

tralized policy boards might include only representatives of local (neighbor

hood) clients rather than representatives of all local residents. For

our purposes, however, it is best to keep the two forms analytically dis

tinct, for they are different in important ways. Yet both are similar in

that they confer authority' on people whose legitimacy as policy-makers in

b . ". h" h . d 12ureaucratlc organlzatl0ns was lt erto unrecognlze .
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The initial task of this analysis is to examine the basic elements

and their implications of these two types of control-sharing ar'rangements.

These elements are: the basis upon which the policy-making and adminis

tration of the bureaucracy is organized; the criteria by which adminis

trative standards are established; the extent to which the bureaucracy

is available to those who wish to influence it; and the nature of the

source of control over bureaucratic policy-making.

Decentralization

1. Organization. The decentralization of any municipal service

bureaucracy is based on the creation of a federal scheme of organization.

To speak of federalism implies two important points. One is that the

first principle of organization of a federal system is territorial sub

division. The second is that the notion of federalism implies a division

of authority between the central and constituent levels.

What is important about the idea of territory as the basis of decen

tralized organization is that those who advocate such reform need not

assume the prior existence of integral, self-conscious "communities"

based on common demographic characteristics. Territorial subdivision

may and usually does reflect ethnically or racially segregated residen-

tial patterns, but the organization of the system does not assume that

these population grouping13 comprise communities with a sense of their

own cohesiveness and capabilities. By the very act of defining the geo

graphical boundaries of a subdivision, a decentralized system actually

serves to form a political community. Each subdivision becomes the locus

of an integral political life, which revolves initially around the admin

istration and control of the service in question. (The political habits

acquired in managing the public service may carry over. later into other

areas of political concern.) T4e creation of territorial subdivisions

with formal boundaries establishes a legal and psychological basis for

defining localized political interests. Thus in the case of decentral~

ization it is formal territorial definition and not the demographic homo

geneity of a residential neighborhood that establishes the integrity of

the political community. By acknowledging the territorial basis of decen

tralization we come to understand that the formation of cohesive political

communities is as likely to be a consequence as a cause of such organization.
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Federalism also implies a division of authority between the terri

torial subunits and the central governing apparatus. Hence in a decen

tralized system the former jurisdictions are never constituted as wholly

autonomous units, free to follow the dictates of their own localized

political ambitions in all matters of service administration. The central

apparatus retains various powers such as the establishment of certain

basic standards and the allocation of funds to the various subunits.

The very fact that authority is.§hared poses a problem fundamental

to any federal system: namely, what are the appropriate concerns of the

subunit policy-makers and what are those of the central apparatus? One

purpose in creating decentralized subunits in the cities is to protect

citizens from the insensitivities or possibly discriminatQry practices

of the central bureaucracy. This would suggest that there are at least

two areas over which the subunits should always exercise ultimate authority.

One area conQerns the selection, control, and evaluation of what

Lipsky has called "street-level bureaucrats,,,13 those implementors of

public policies, such as teachers, policemen, welfare case workers, and

lower court judges, whose behavior most directly affects the experiences

people have with public services. All of these personnel functions may

be performed within the framework of a civil service system, the standards

of which guarantee a certain minimum degree of qualification and basic pro

tection for the street-level bureaucrats.

A second area is the determination of appropriate service priorities

and standards of administration. 'Which laws will be strictly enforced and

which ones leniently?14 How will truancy be treated? What kinds of

educational experimentation should be funded?

In both areas local,preferences and standards can be brought to bear

at the point of contact between citizen and public servant, making less

likely the perpetration by the central bureaucracy of practices repugnant

to certain local areas or the assignment or retention of personnel insensi

tive to local needs.

2. Standards and the scope of administration. A second element of a

decentralized urban system derives directly from its federal nature. In

any such form of organization the territorial scope of administration is

reduced, thereby permitting policy-makers and administrators to devise
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standards peculiarly suited to their particular subdivision. Centralized

administrative systems are designed, of course, to formulate and impose

a uniform set of standards for an entire territorial jurisdiction. These

standards must be geared either to meet some notion of the mean demand

or they are devised in response to the needs of the politically dominant

group in the jurisdiction.

Where the needs of a particular group fall far from the mean or where

that group has little political power, it may be expected that the standards

by which the members of the group are served will not meet their particular

requirements. In a decentralized system however, policy-makers and admin

istrators may devise special standards to meet localized demands and needs.

Within their territorial subdivisions, groups with ~inority status in re

lation to the urban population taken as a whole may exercise dominant polit

ical power, and it is in response to this power that standards will be set.

The logic of locally specialized standards would seem most persuasive

for cities in which the population is heterogeneous and at the same time

residentially segregated. In every city distinct residential territories

do exist, their lines drawn not only most apparently along racial lines

but also along ethnic and class lines. Special standards for black ghettos

seem especially appropriate in light of the evidence of the failure of many

urban services, notably school systems and police forces, to meet black

demands and needs.

The patchwork quilt model of urban residential patterns, however, does
;

not constitute the only condition under which the logic of territorially

specialized standards of administration might hold. Many urban subdivisions

will be .socially heterogeneous. But heterogeneity does not rule out the

possibility that demands and needs might be quite distinctive from those

of neighboring subdivisions. Needs in fact might be distinctive because

the population is heterogeneous. Special needs may also be a function of

a subdivision's location in the city rather than its population composition

(it may border a high crime area, for example).

In short, any urban subdivision, whether its population shares social

characteristics or not, may have both objective and subjective needs dis

tinct from those of other territories in the city. Decentralization not

only crystallizes the awareness of those needs by helping to form a political
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community but also enables administrators to meet them without having

to take into account the widely divergent demands expressed in a cen

tralized system.

The student of urban politics might justly raise the point here that

public services are presently--even in their largely centralized state-

administered differently in different parts of the city. We know, for

example, that the police respond to blacks in a manner different from

the way they respond to middle class whites. Yet there is a crucial

distinction to make between the present system and decentralization. In

the former system varying standards and practices are determined within

the bureaucratic hierarchy or by street-level bureaucrats without re

quired reference to the expression of citizen sentiment on an institution

alized basis. In a decentralized system citizen ~ontrol: over the adminis

tration of the service in question is formally guaranteed. Hence, pres

sures for different standards in different subdivisions of the city

originate from those who receive the service rather than those who offer

it.

3. The availability of the bureaucracy. A third element of a decen

tralized system of administration is the relative intimacy with which

interaction takes place between policy-makers and administrators on the

one hand and clients on the other. Essentially, the bureaucracy is more

available to its clientele than in a centralized system of organization.

Availability may be understood in at least three different ways. In

the first place the physical routes of access are literally closer to the

people served. Administrators and policy-makers make important decisions

about a small territory, and that is where their offices are located.

Citizens who wish to influence decisions or who wish to lodge a complaint

about certain practices need not make the long trip downtown. Both the

legal authority and the physical seat of power in a decentralized system

are located in the neighborhoods of the territorial subdivision.

The implications of this physical availability are perhaps especially

important for poor people. Caplovitz has pointed out, for example, that

in regard to their shopping patterns, poor people are inclined to stay

within the physical confines of their neighborhoods. IS It is reasonable

to speculate that the same complex of factors that lead to parochial shopping

habits (Caplovitz cites the "degree of sophistication in the ways of urban
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society," a function of education, length of residence, and proficiency

in English) might be operative in determining the likelihood that a

citizen would venture from his immediate residential environment to

make a demand on government. If poor people are indeed more oriented

toward institutions, commercial and otherwise, which are located in

their neighborhoods rather than downtown, then one might assume that

placing government bureaucracies close to them would make those agencies

more available.

In a second sense availability might also be ,understood as a function

of the social context of the political relationships in the subunit.

Elected policy-makers will presumably share similar life experiences and

perspectives with the clients of the agency they govern. Being "of the

people" they are likely to be perceived as potentially more responsive

and more understanding than professional bureaucrats. Hence clients are

likely to have greater confidence that they will be heard if they attempt

influence or voice a complaint. In this sense the policy-makers make

the bureacracy more available to its clients.

Finally, the availability of the bureaucrat may be understood as a

function of the extent to which any given type of demand directed at the

bureaucracy must compete with other types of demands. In a centralized

system bureaucracies must handle, if not respond to, a wide range of types

of demands. This range encompasses widely divergent and competing types.

However, unless the territorial subdivision in a decentralized system is

a true microcosm of the system as a whole (an unlikely event), the range

of types of demands made on the subdivision bureaucracy is likely to be

much smaller. This situation makes for concentration and focus. The

competition of the larger polity is attenuated in the subdivision. Bureaucrats

may concentrate on a relatively circumscribed range of demands. Each type,

of demand in the narrower ~ange of types may receive proportionally greater

attention. In a system of limited competition, then, the bureaucrat is

more available to each demand maker.

4. The source of control. Finally, urban decentralization involves

a substantial reformulation of the means by which public bureaucracies are

controlled in the American democratic system. In the established frame

work of American government citizens pay no direct, formal role in the
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governance of bureaucratic agencies that serve them. Instead they

influence (but do not control) bureaucracies indirectly through their

elected executives and legislative bodies or directly through interest

group activity.

A decentralized system, however, vests controlling authority for

certain critical operations of the bureaucracy in question in the hand

of the residents of the subdivision the agency serves. Invariably, this

arrangement takes the form of democratically elected citizen policy-making

boards, whose task it is to oversee the local administrators and to set

basic policy. The establishment of an elected board to make policy for

the operations in a given territory contrasts with more common modes of

bureaucratic policy-making, namely, those which occur through executive

appointed agency heads, bureaucratic staff groups, or high level civil

servants. These latter modes continue, of course, to operate but in

conjunction with the lay boards. Hence the term "control-sharing."

The powers lodged in such citizen boards are not inconsequential. In

the newly decentralized school system in New York City, for example, the

community school boards are authorized to employ a district superintendent

and establish his duties, to appoint, promote and discharge teachers,

and to determine and select all instructional materials, among other
16

powers.

In summary, a decentralized control-sharing form of administrative

organization implies federal territorial subdivision; reduction of the

territorial scope of administrative concern, which enables policy-makers

to set special standards applicable to the distinctive needs of the sub

division population; relatively intimate interaction between clients and

policy-makers and bureaucrats, such that the latter two groups are easily

available to the former; and finally the direct sharing by the subdivision

citizenry of the burden of control over the decentralized bureaucratic

agency.

Client Representation

Clients in the sense that I shall use the term are users or consumers

f . 17 Cl' . . f f . t'o government servlces. lent representatlon lS a orm 0 organlza lon

whereby the producers of a particular public service (the bureaucrats) must
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share control over what is to be produced with the consumers of that

service. The mechanism for such control-sharing is the formally

guaranteed presence of democratically selected client representatives

on bureaucratic policy-making boards.

The representation of interest groups affected by a given bureaucracy's

behavior on administrative policy-making boards is not an unfamiliar

phenomenon. Several European countries practice this form of organization,18

and this country relied heavily upon the pronciple of interest group re

presentation during the Depression and World War 11. 19 Even today American

regulatory agencies are often manned by representatives of the industries

they are empowered to regulate. But client representation in the cities

constitutes a departure from these more traditional modes of organization

in at least two ways.

One is that interest group representation has normally been found on

the boards on regulatory agencies, whereas client representation is geared

to bureaucratic agencies concerned with the implementation of distributive

d . .b· 1 . . L . , 2a T 1 f thor re ~str~ ut~ve po ~c~es, to use ow~ s terms. wo examp es 0 e

new types are the inclusion of public housing tenants on municipal housing

authority boards and the propos~ls for sharing control of the welfare

bureaucracy with welfare recipients. A second difference is the departure

from the traditional arrangement which enabled representatives of private

producers to control their own production under the aegis of governmental

authority. This is exemplified by the elected county-level farm production

b d f h D . 21 Th b 1· . .oar sot e epress~on years. e new ur an c ~ent representat~on ~s

designed, however, to allow consumers to share in the control of the

producers. The client representatives the~, are not primarily concerned

with the regulation of client behavior, but rather with controlling the

behavior of those that serve the clients.

Let us turn now to an examination of the implications of client re

presentation and its relationship to decentralized forms of control sharing.

1. Organization. 1ncontrast to decentralization, client representation

is dependent upon a functional basis of/organization rather than a territorial

basis. The bureaucracy in question i~ conceived not as one which serves an

area but one which serves a particular group in the urban population. The mem

bers of. that group are those who are depend.ent. in some way on the functions per

formed by the bureaucratic agency. The basis of the involvement of the clientele
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in sharing control over the bureaucracy is the fact of their dependence

on the service offered. Involvement is not a function of residency in

a particular neighborhood.

There are several implications of this functional basis of organi

zation. One is that although the client population may be geographically

dispersed throughout the city and its size may fluctuate, its power over

the operations of the agency that serves it remains relatively unaffected

by changes in these factors. Client representation control-sharing

mechanisms usually .simply call for a certain percentage of client dele

gates on policy-making boards after the manner of the federal community

action program.

In contrast fluctuations in the size and residential concentration

of a particular client group in,a decentralized system (e.g., a change in

the number of parents of school-aged children in a decentralized school

system) may radically affect the control exercised by the client group

within any given territorial subdivision. Under a decentralized arrange

ment all the residents of a subdivision share in the control of the

bureaucracy in question. Conceivably, one potential line of cleavage

would pit clients against nonclients. Hence a change in the size of the

client group within a subdivision might seriously affect its power. In

a client representation form of organization, however, clients are pro

tected from challenges to their power by nonclients and they are protected

against fluctuations in the size and dispersion of their own group. Thus,

a client representation scheme affords a firmer guarantee than decentrali

zation that client interests in particular will always be represented on

policy boards and that this representation will be stable in the sense
,

that it is unrelated to size and residential concentration.

A second implication is, that reorganization of the bureaucracy is

less drastic than in a decentralization reform. Instead of subdividing

the city and establishing separate bureaucracies for each territory, client

representation simply calls at most for the formation of a policy-making

body to control a particular agency. If such an organ already exists,

then the inclusion of client representatives represents the sole extent

of change.
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Client representation, then, is probably a less visible modification

insofar as the perceptions of the general population are concerned. This

is true not only because the magnitude of the reform is smaller than that

which decentralization entails, but also because the population at large

is not included. For these reasons one might expect that the establish

ment of a client representation scheme will be politically more viable

than decentralization.

2. Standards and the scope of administration. Because client repre

sentation forms of control-sharing are designed to serve a specific popu

lation whose members share the characteristics of consumption of a given

public service rather than a population whose members share a geographical

subdivision in the city, policy-making for the bu~eaucracy is centralized.

Under such a system there is no fractionation of the city. Client delegates

converge on the policy board of the central agency. They assume a formal

role in the operation of the agency at the central locus of authority.

The consequence of this central control is that administrative standards

are promulgated for the entire clientele. The members of any given clien~

tele--say, public housing tenants--are likely to possess more similar

characteristics than are the residents of a geographical subdivision in

a decentralized system. 22 Hence, the establishment of uniform standards

to serve that clientele may be geared to the shared needs and characteristics

of its members.

The logic of a decentralized system, on the other hand, requires that

each subdivision establish a unique set of standards by which to serve its

residents. The population of a subdivision is likely to be characterized

by a particular mix of diverse and competing groups, different from the

the mix in other subdivisions or by a set of population characterist~cs

distinct from other subdivisions in the city by virtue of residential segre

gation.

Thus, while decentralization is designed to allow for the establish

ment of diverse sets of standards for the administration of a service with

in the boundaries of a single city, client representation maintains the

traditional pattern of uniform standards, centrally determined. The dif

ference between client representation schemes and current methods of
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determining administrative standards is that while that determination

is accomplished centrally in both cases, authority to do so is shared

by client delegates only in the former type of bureaucratic organization.

3. The availability of the bureaucracy. Whereas in a decentralized

system citizens may gain aecess to bureaucrats and policy makers within

their own local territorial subdivision, a client representation form of

organization guarantees clients access to the bureaucracy at the central

level. Yet despite this difference in the physical and organizational

locus of authority between the two forms of control~sharing, the level

of interaction between clients and those who serve them is still qualita

tively different from that which occurs in a traditional centralized ser

vice agency. Like a decentralized system a client representation scheme

is characterized by the greater availability of the bureaucratic machinery

to clients wishing to influence the agency or to lodge complaints.

Elected client delegates to policy~making boards will share charac-

. teristics and perspectives with those the agency serves. Not only is it

probable to expect that clients will find these representatives easier

to approach than regular high level officials in the bureaucracy, but

they will also have the power to hold the representatives to account through

elections.

In the client representation form only clients comprise the electorate

responsible for the selection of delegates to the policy-making board. In

other words clients in particular are accDrded a formal role in the policy

process. This role guarantees not only that their views will be heard,

but that they will be taken into account in any decision.

Under current forms of centralized service administration clients may

attempt to influence decisions that affect them through interest group

activity. They may, indeed, be only one of many different interest groups

concerned with the behavior of the agency that serves them, out they possess

no special advantage over other groups in pressing their claims. In a

client representation scheme, however, clients occupy a privileged status:

they share formal authority over policy~aking, while other private interest

groups wishing to affect that particular agency must still operate through

the uncertain process of competitive interest group politics. In the sense
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that client representation affords clients a guaranteed and privileged

place in making their desires felt, the bureaucracy is more available

to them than it was before, and it is more available to them than it

is to nonclient interests.

It should be noted that in a decentralized system both clients and

nonclients comprise the population of a territorial subdivision, and

everyone may participate in electing members of the policy-making board.

Hence, both client and nonclient interests may gain positions of guaranteed

access and authority in the bureaucracy, and this fact distinguished de

centralization and client representation.

4. The source of control. Finally, client representation, like

decentralization, involves placing at least some policy-making authority

in the hands of lay citizens. The difference between the two forms of

control-sharing, as we have already had occasion to note, is that decen

tralized agencies share control with the residents of the area they serve,

while agencies which institutionalize client representation share control

only w~th clients.

Whether the more diverse boards of decentralized agencies would tend

to bring -a broader variety of considerations to bear in policy-making than

the more narrowly constituted client boards' is difficult to tell at this

point. Certainly nonclient interests are likely to be represented in de

centralized institutions .(e. g., people who have no children in local schools),

while client interests will certainly predominate in the other form of

control-sharing. What actual difference this would make in the formulation

of policies is uncertain. In any event the perspectives of those who are

served or who might be served become in large measure the operative criteria

in setting certain aspects of policy, and this is not the case under current

forms of bureaucratic organization.

The foregoing discussion of the two major forms of control-sharing

suggests two dimensions from which we might fashion a typology of administra

tive arrangements in the city. The typology is useful primarily as .. an

organiziIlg device as well as a means by which to. summarize control-sharing

arrangements and to place them in a broader perspective. We have examined

four elements of control-sharing: the basis of organization, standards

and the scope of administration, the availability of the bureaucracy to those

wishing to influence its behavior, and the sources of policy-making control.
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The first two elements--the basis of organization and the scope of

administration--relate to the following question: For whom and how is

a given service administered? We may group these two elements along the

organizational dimension. The latter two elements--the availability of

access and the sources of control--relate to a different question: Who

has institutionalized access and control to the bureaucracy? These

elements comprise the control dimension. The two dimensions serve well

to place the various forms of administrative organization in the city

in relation to one another.

A TYPOLOGY OF URBAN ADMISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

Control Dimension

Control by Executive
and Legislative Body

Control Shared by
Citizen Boards

Centralized
Jurisdiction

Decentralized
Jurisdiction

I. II.

CENTRAL
ADMINISTRATION CLIENT

AND REPRESENTATION
CONTROL

IV. III.

FRAGMENTED DECENTRALIZATION
ADMINISTRATION

Quadrant I contains those agencies organized to serve the entire area

of the municipality, such as public health,park and welfare departments. The

source of policy-making authority for these bureaucracies lies largely with

the duly elected and appointed officers of the city government. The mayor
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and his welfare commissioner, in consultation with staff civil servants

in the welfare department, formulate policies for the administration of

the service.

Quadrant IV is populated by those services which are organized for

administrative efficiency on the basis of territorial subunits, such as

police precincts, school districts, and firehouse districts, but in which

authority over the subunits is centralized. Unlike a decentralized con

trol-sharing arrangement this form of service organization does not entail

federation of the subunits, and it does not invest elected local citizen

boards with policy-making authority. The administration of Quadrant IV

services is decentralized in the sense that administrative work is per

formed in local jurisdictions, but authority to determine the standards,

the style, and the strategies of administration remains centralized. Hence

subunits are not independent of one another to the extent that the local

administration cannot make policy decisions on its own authority.

It ought to be noted, of course, that administrative standards may

differ from subunit to subunit. Police departments concentrate their man

power in high crime areas and school systems maintain special programs in

ghetto districts. But the decision to employ varying standards (which is

made possible by the geographical subdivision into administrative juris

dictions) is made at the central level.

The two cells on the right side of the typology contain services

administered on a control-sharing basis. Quadrant II contains the client

representation form and Quadrant III the decentralization form. Services

in Quadrant II might include tenant-controlled public housing-authorities,

police civilian review boards with authority to make their findings binding,

and welfare boards composed at least in part of welfare client representatives.

Such agencies are organized to serve the entire city, as are the agencies

in Quadrant I. Standards are uniform and the policy-making apparatus is

centralized. The sources of policy-making control differ, however. Service

agencies in Quadrant III are decentralized, serving territorial subunits,

each with its own policy-making apparatus controlled directly by the local

electorate.

From the typology we can see that the critical dimension in control

sharing arrangements is, of course, the nature of the sources of po1icy

making control. It must be emphasized again that control-sharing implies
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that the citizen or client representatives must share policy-making

authority with members of the government. One of the first of the modern

model~ of client representation, the municipal anti-poverty policy board,

is composed of mayorally appointed government officials as well as re

presentatives from poverty areas.

Thus, in client representation schemes control is likely to be

shared among clients and government on the board itself. In decentral

ization arrangements control is shared between locally elected subdivision

policy-making boards and central government organs. In New York City

locally elected school boards share control with a central school bureau

cracy (although their respective functions and powers are clearly differ

entiated). In all cases service agencies which institutionalize control

sharing are dependent upon public funding. Hence control must also be

shared to some extent with boards of estimate, budget bureaus, and appro

priations committees, and frequently the state.

II.

If we have succeeded in placing control-sharing arrangements in the

limited context of urban administration, it is appropriate now to broaden

our perspectives by attempting to understaIJ,d the place of these organiza....

tional forms and the demand for them in American politics in general. It

is the purpose of this section to argue that control-sharing in the cities

is not a radical solution to problems of the distribution of power in the

cities in the sense that it does not represent a major break with established

political traditions. Rather it appears to be a logical response, given

developments in contemporary American politics, to growing black political

strength and to those who yearn for the creation of political communities

on a smaller, and therefore presumably more manageable, scale.

To make such an argument one must locate the primary forces which have

given rise to control~sharing institutions and the demands for them and

make explicit the linkages among them. It is useful to sketch this pattern

of development first in its most skeletal form. We begin with a search for

the models upon which control-sharing arrangements are based. For this we

turn to American federal theory. A contemporary application of federal

theory is the notion of "creative federalism," fvom which derive several

pieces of national legislation crucial to the control~sharing idea.
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Besides locating models for control-sharing in American politics

we must also seek the sources of the contemporary demand itself. The

fountainhead of the demand, I would contend, is what has been variously

called alienation, the loss of community, or the advent of the mass

society. This generalized sense of malaise, or better, sense of power

lessness, has given rise to more specific intellectual and political

currents such as the call for black "self-determination," "consumerism,"

a sense of the necessity for institutionalized citizen participation in

govermnent affairs, and an awareness of the possibility of neighborhood

sized governments. Around such current groups and movements have formed,

some prior and some subsequent to. the passage of legislation like the

Economic Opportunity Act, and they have expressed specific demands for

control-sharing in the city.

In response to these forces some state and local legislation has

been passed establishing control-sharing institutions, and many proposals

have been developed by private groups as well as by government. The

following diagram attempts to place these various forces in relation to

one another.

CONTROL~SHARINGAND ITS MAJOR SOURCES

The source of the model The source of the demand

Sense of powerlessness
Alienation
Loss of community
Advent of mass society

'V
Currents

Participatory democracy
Black self-determination
Consumerism
Neighborhood Government

American Federal Theory

1Creative Federalism 'I
J"

Federal Legislation
Housing Act (1949)
Economic Opportunity

Act (1964)
Demonstration Cities

and Metropolitan Development
+-A_c_t_(_1_9_6_6) ~~

State, Local, and Private Control
Sharing Legislation and Proposals

(The direction of the arrows represents the direction of influence.)
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Let us examine these forces and the lines of influence in some

greater detail. It may certainly be argued first that the urban decen

tralization form of control-sharing that I have described traces its

roots to the model provided by the theory of American federalism. The

essential feature of modern federalism, as Martin Diamond points out,

is the constitutional guarantee of the division of governing authority

b 1 d . , b' 23 Th b'etween a centra government an lts constltuent su unlts. . e 0 Ject

of federalism is to transfer policy-making authority on certain matters

to subnational constituencies. But besides providing a model upon

which to organize authority spatially, federalism also makes explicit

the necessity and virtues of sharing authority. The territorial subunits

share authority in the sense that they gain access to natiorial govern

mental resources and some control over them that they would not have if

the form of political organization were unitary or if it were a con

federation of autonomous units. By the same token urban decentralization

is a form of control-sharing whereby the territorial subunits of the

city establish policy-making bodies with some authority to control the

uses to which manicipal resources will be put. The central municipal

government--in the usual case we would speak of a specific central service

agency--retains some element of control, such as the disbursement of

common tax revenues to the subunits and the establishment of certain general

standards of administration.

During the Depression years notions of federal control-sharing gave

rise to developments in regulatory administration which provide a qualified
24

model for current client representation schemes. Leiserson wrote in the

early 1940's:

In the United States, particularly since 1933, there has

been a tendency in regulatory legislation and administra

tive practice to recognize expressly a role which private

group organizations may fill with~n the scope of the plan
'!~~

of regulation. In such cases certain fairly w~ll-def~ned

functions may be delegated to representatives of these

groups, usually under the supervision of a public agency.25
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The group organizations concerned here were producer groups such as farmers

and bituminous coal interests. These were not client groups, of course,

but what is important is the fact that participation in administrative

policy-making was based on function. Control-sharing in both the Depres

sion organizations and the current forms occurs among government officials

and private groups defined exclusively by function.

While both control-sharing forms draw on federal theory for the idea

of sharing authority, the contribution of federalism does not end here.

At least two important themes or values characterize both urban control

sharing and federalism, and they serve to offer a similar rationale for

the establishment of these two forms of organization. One of these values

is the attempt to m~n~m~ze arbitrariness and the other is the attempt to

maximize democratic control.
26

d 1 · d· . d· . f d 1...27Fe era ~sm, accor ~ng to D~amon , ~s a spec~es 0 ecentra ~zat~on.

As such it serves to minimize arbitrariness by maintaining the possibility

of adapting government to local or special conditions. Federalism, as
28

Lockard puts it, is a means of "softening the rigidity of the law." This

recalls, of course, a similar element of urban decentralization: the same

value underlies the establishment across the city of diverse sets of admin

istrative standards based on localized needs and demands. And in a client

representation scheme the views of clients are taken into account as a

shield against the potential insensitivities (or arbitrariness) of the

bureaucracy.

Both types of control-sharing as well as federalism are also designed

to maximize democratic control. Lockard understands this to be a question

of access (or as I have called it, availability) when he writes, " ... an

official who lives across town is accessible in a way that an official in

the state capital or Washington often is not.,,29 But urban control-sharing

carries the attempt to realize this value farther than federalism: the

establishment of some degree of direct citizen control over bureaucratic

policy-making is an innovation in the cities. In short, control-sharing

proposals are consistent with values that run through the national federal

system and therefore to that extent represent a continuity rather than a

break in American politics.
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The attempt to make explicit this whole congery of ideas inherent

in American federalism found its expression during the height of the

period of rapid expansion of national governmental concerns in the notion

of "creative federalism." When Lyndon Johnson first used the phrase in

1964, he was simply lending a name to a trend already in motion. Yet

Johnson was to give this trend new impetus. As Max Ways has written,

creative federalism begins with the belief that total power is expanqing

rapidly. "Creative federalism as it is now developing emphasizes re

lationships between Washington and many other independent centers of de

cision in state and local government [and] in new public bodies.,,30

The major strategy policy-makers have pursued since the Johnson

years in the development of creative federalism has been to decentralize

the administration of federal programs. For our purposes the most

important pieces of legislation were the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964

and the Demonstration and Model Cities Act of 1966. 31

The role of these two acts in our developmental scheme cannot be

understated. They were, in the first place, a direct embodiment.of the

principles of creative federalism, for they lodged the administration

of these programs squarely in the hands of the cities or private non-profit

agencies in the cities. In doing so, the federal government largely by

passed the states. 32 In the second place the legislation served to

legitimize control-sharing as a way of making policies in the city for

public bureaucracies. The now famous Title II of the Economic Opportunity

Act calls for "programs developed, conducted, and administered with the

maximum feasible participation of residents of the areas and members of

the groups served," and an amendment to the act in 1966 requires that at

least one-third of the city-wide policy-making boards for the community

action program have incomes below the poverty level. The Model Cities

Act also provides for "widespread citizen participation in the program,"

and the implementation of this clause requires "the development of means

of introducing the views of area residents in policy-making and the pro

vision of opportunities to area residents to participate actively in

planning and carrying out the program. ,,33 Finally, the programs which

have actually resulted from these acts have provided models of and ex

perience with control-sharing mechanisms, opening up possibilities for
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extending the scope of this mode of organization within the confines of

the city and without the necessity of the federal impetus or support.

If control-sharing arrangements can be seen on the one hand as an

outcome of developments in the federal system, they may also be viewed

as a product of a pervasive sense of alienation, or more specifically,

of powerlessness. To some extent, of course, creative federalism and

the resulting urban-oriented legislation are responses to these wide-

d f 1 · h . h h . d· 34 Bsprea ee lngs, as t e arrows ln t e sc ema ln lcate. ut we can

trace a more direct pattern of development from the feeling of power

lessness to control-sharing institutions.

Lane speaks of alienation as the sense that one is the object,

not the subject, of government and that government is not run in one's
35interests or with one's approval. To feel this way is to feel power-

less. This sense of powerlessness may be understood in part as a crisis

representation. Henry Hart, for example, in an article in which he

argues for the creation of viable metropolitan political entities, con

tends that a prerequisite for such organization is the formation of

local community-based schemes of political representation as a weapon

against alienation in the cities. "(C)ommunity," he writies, "must be

found through representation.,,36

Herbert Kaufman dwells on the same theme:

(R)epresentativeness is still a powerful force in American

government. But in that century of building professional

bureaucracies and executive capacities for leadership, the

need for new modes of representation designed to keep pace

with new economic, social, and political developments did

not arouse equal concern. Partly for this reason, and partly

because the burgeoning of large-scale organizations in every

area of life contributes to the sensation of individual help

lessness, recent years have witnessed an upsurge of a sense

of alienation on the part of many people, to a feeling that

they as individuals cannot effectively register their own

preferen~es on the decisions emanating from the organs of
37government.
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If this sense of powerlessness may, then, be traced to a failure

of representative institutions, it follows that reform must offer new

ways to include the powerless. Thought and action on this problem have

followed a variety of currents in the last ten years, all of which con

verge, ultimately, on the kind of control-sharing arrangements we have

discussed. It is my intention to do little more than identify these

currents rather than dwell on them at length.

In the last decade, for example, Americans have acquired a heightened

awareness of the need for and the possibilities of "participatory democracy"

f b tt " h 1 f d" .. 38 pas a means 0 com a ~ng t e power essness 0 or ~nary c~t~zens. ar--

ticipatory democracy is, of course, a term descriptive of both decentral

ization and client representation. In the early 1960's the Ford Founda

tion was as responsible as any institution in American life for translating

ideas about participatory democracy into social action. The Ford "Grey

Areas" projects, forerunners of the federal community action agencies,
39were designed "to plan with people, not for people." Later Ford was

involved in supporting both the development of Mobilization For Yourth

on New York's Lower East Side, a social action agency run client partici

pation, and the decentralization of New York City's public schools, for
40which the Foundation drew up the first major proposal.

These various projects fed and were fed by growing demands for black

power or black self-determination. Certainly today the major impetus

behind control-sharing are the demands of impatient black constituencies

in the cities, and much current analysis of control-sharing explicitly

associates such reforms with blacks in particular.
4l

Other currents of t40ught and action which seem to spring either

from the sense of one's powerlessness or the perception of that condition

in others might include Ralph Nader's ,uconsumerism," or the quest for

consumer: power, various explorations of th.e possibility of neighborhood

based government,42and the proposal of Mayor John Lindsay for creating

62 local boards in New York City to evaluate municipal services, make re

commendations, and provide channels of access between city service agencies

d "t" 43an. c~ ~zens..
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Such are the diverse sources of control-sharing arrangements. As

a means of organizing the administration of urban services, contro1

sharing follows logically not only from the whole tradition of federal

government and its modern development, but also from a variety of con-
)

temporary movements in the political arena. It would not be foolhardy

to predict that cities will experiment with such forms of organization

more and more frequently during the current decade.

III.

Much of the rationale behind the arguments for control-sharing is

that it offers a step in the direction of solving various problems con

nected with the delivery of municipal services by introducing the view

points of consumers of those services as institutionalized factors in

the policy-making process of the agencies in question. Services wholly

controlled by the conventional bureaucracy are not only potentially open

to an indictment of irrelevancy but also to one of insensitivity, for

administration and policy-making take place according to a set of pro

fessional codes and class cultural perspectives foreign to the experience

of a substantial number of consumers. Thus, the proponents of contro1

sharing claim that if public education has failed lower class blacks,

it is because the schools are controlled by middle class whites, who set

unrealistic and insensitive standards. If the police are brutal or dis

criminatory, it is because they are not accountable to those whom they

police. If public housing regulations are set which fail to speak to

the experience of those who live in such places, it is because they are

devised by people who have never lived there.

In this view control-sharing is perceived largely as an administra

tive reform in the sense that people are searching for a mode of reorgani

zing pub1i~ agencies as a Tll,eans of improving the quality of the services

they offen The hal:"der-the problem lies in the mechanisms by which service

levels and pri.orities and standards are established. Contioh·sharing is

seen as an-antidote.

Critics of "control-sharing schemes find few grounds-to accept these

assumptions. They contend that merely introducing the viewpoints of con

sumers as factors in bureaucratic policy-making offers no guarantee that

h ' h l' 44the quality of services will improve, owever one m~g t measure qua ~ty.
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There is a vast difference between the power to make policy and the power

to improve the quality of services. There is no basis, they argue, for

supposing that the educational achievement of poor children will improve

if their parents control the hiring of teachers and the establishment of

school curriculum. Public housing authorities are probably no less

likely to go bankrupt if tenants sit on the housing board, nor is the

quality of life in such projects likely to improve markedly.

It is not the purpose of this paper to decide the relative merits

of these two opposing arguments, for the problem of the nature of the

impact of agencies which administer their services through control-sharing

arrangements is an empirical one. Instead my inten~ion in this final

section is to argue that observers ought not focus solely on the question

of the improvement of services when they examine the meaning of control

sharing demands. The point I wish to make is that control-sharing, as

a reaction to big centralized government, is not simply an instrumental

demand for the means to improve the quality of services. Not that im

proved services are an unimportant aim of proponents of control-sharing:

they certainly are. But the desire for better public services is only

part of the rationale that lies behind the demand for control-sharing.

Indeed, even if such reforms do not produce services of higher quality,

they may still provide benefits that make the reform worthy of serious

consideration.

The additional benefits sought through control-sharing largely have

to do with the acquisition by politically deprived or inexperienced groups

of the means to fashion a collective political life. Thus, groups seek

control-sharing arrangements not simply to improve the services they con

sume but also to acquire resources to use in the larger political arena

and to control the quality of the political life within their own communi

ties. Hence control-sharing must be understood in this sense ,as a means

to an end which is greater than the improvement of services.

These benefits may be understood primarily as psychological resources,

without which people in groups cannot hope to control the nature of' their

collective political life. There are at least four particular resources

which proponents hope will accompany the establishment of control-sharing

arrangements. I shall call them: recognition, community, psychic re

sources, and commitment.
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1. Recognition. The demand for the establishment of a control

sharing institution is a demand made by or on behalf of a particular

collectivity, either a neighborhood in the case of decentralization or

a distinctive group of consumers of government services in the case of

client representation. To make such a demand is to require an acknow

ledgment by other actors in the urban political arena of the integral

identity of the collectivity making the demand. The neighborhood or

the client group is in essence claiming recognition as a distinctive

participant in the political process.

By establishing a control-sharing institution the larger society

acknowledges the claim to identity, and thus accepts implicitly the

legitimacy of that collectivity as a group in the bargaining arena, a

competitor for resources in the city. Recognition works two ways in

such a situation. The collectivity demands recognition by other political

actors; if it is granted through the transfer of authority to the col

lectivity, then the recognition made by the larger society may reinforce

or even stimulate identity formation, or self-recognition, on the part

of members of the collectivity. Thus, recognition is a psychological

resource both in the sense that to be recognized is to be granted a

legitimate role in the bargaining process and that to be recognized also

strengthens the internal coherence (self-recognition) of the group and

hence the capacity to act together.

2. Community. The search for community constitutes part of the

reason for seeking control-sharing institutions. Control-sharing offers

the prospect of reducing the scale of government. The assumption is that

government on a smaller scale is more personalized, more democratic.

Control-sharing is perceived as the creation of political relationships

where individuals count and where the complexities and insensitivities

of modern bureaucratic government are absent. "Community" is that ideal

state in which those who wield the power of government are conscious of

particularistic needs and desires and take these into account. The

achievement of community represents the triumph of particularistic values

f . 1 db" . l' 45 T' 1 h .over pro eSSlona an. ureaucratlc lmpartla lty. 0 galn contro -s arlng

institutions, then, is seen as a way to achieve community. Control-sharing

in this sense offers a resource by which to fashion and maintain a dis

tinctive quality of political life within the collectivity.
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3. Psychic resources. Advocates contend that by sharing in the

control of institutions which affect their lives, people will develop

personal psychic resources that will enable them to become confident

and knowledgeable political participants. Those who feel helpless will

gain a sense of efficacy, because the bureaucracy is open to their

influence. Those who are alienated will gain a sense of stake in the

political process, for their participation will help to determine directly

the benefits they receive. The responsibility of wielding authority

will make people interested in political decisions and vigilant in the

defense of their interests.

The newly acquired sense of efficacy and involvement, it is argued,

may be expected to carryover from the limited arena in which the control

sharing institution operates to the larger political order. To achieve

the establishment of control-sharing institutions, then, is to gain the

resources to make citizens.

On a more limited scale control-sharing offers a context in which

those with leadership and managerial propensities may gain experience

and training, the underpinnings of confidence. Furthermore, such arrange

ments offer a forum from which to develop a public reputation and perhaps

a political following. Hence control-sharing provides an opportunity for

the interplay of experience and" responsibility on the one hand and a sense

of confidence and efficacy on the other.

4. Commitment. Finally the demand represents a test of the commitment

of the larger society to goals defined and sought by historically deprived

groups. The argument is that if Americans are pledged to eradicate poverty

and racism and their attendant evils, and if the groups which suffer most

from those evils propose one way to arrive at a solution (i.e., control

sharing) while other solutions have been of dubious value, then to make

the demand for control-sharing is to test the commitment of the society

to the goals it has enunciated.

What is important here is not perhaps so much the substance of the

demand but rather the fact that it is being made. Control-sharing in this

case is simply the occasion for the test. Other solutions have yielded

meager results, hopeful sometimes but certainly insufficient in their impact.
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The question which the demand for control-sharing poses is whether

the commitment of the society is still good in the face of the frustra

tions engendered by no or little progress. If cities grant the legiti

macy of control-sharing demands and establish such arrangements, then

groups making these demands, advocates contend, will see this as a sign

of the renewal of the commitment. To gain such a commitment is to gain

the resources of both license and encouragement to continue seeking

change in the cities through the established political process.

In summary one may argue that those who demand control-sharing

are seeking a great deal more than the authority to determine service

levels. Whether these various psychological resources actually will

accompany the establishment of control-sharing institutions we do not

yet know, just as it is too early to make conclusive statements about

the impact of control-sharing on service levels. But what is important

for scholars, activists, and city politicians to understand at this

juncture is the breadth of the dimension of the demand. By understanding

this we come to see that the idea of control-sharing is far more important

to the political life of cities than the mere reorganization of service

bureaucracies might suggest. Those who pose the demand are seeking to

define their role in urban society as well as to fashion a collective

identity within their own groups.

The demand for control-sharing is probably not extremely widespread

at this moment. The scanty evidence we have on the reaction of ordinary

citizens to various forms of control-sharing reveals that the willingness

actually to participate in such schemes is not pervasive. Only 14 percent

turned out to vote for local school board candidates in four boroughs

of New York City (the Manhattan election was held two months later and only

9 percent voted), despite the fact that the issue of school decentralization

was emotionally and violently contested over a two-year period. 46 Even

smaller percentages of people turn out to vote in anti~poverty board elections.

Yet scattered survey data indicate that attitudes toward control

sharing appear to be relatively favorable,47 a finding which leads one to

suspect that it is too early to draw firm conclusions based on the results

of this early school decentralization experiment. Certainly there is a

small active stratum in the mass population whose concern cannot be dismissed.
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Whether or not there is widespread active or attitudinal support

for control-sharing at this moment in time may in fact be beside the ?

point. Demands seldom generate at the mass level but rather reflect

an interplay between the demands of opinion leaders and spokesmen and

the support which develops for those demands among the masses. What

is important for American cities now is that the demand is being made,

and it is being made by spokesmen for people who have never had a sign

ificant voice. Because the demand has been articulated, be~ause it can

be construed as a test of the society's commitment to certain social

goals, and because other $o~utions have brought little progress in

eradicating the problems faced by the cities, it will be necessary in

the next few years for cities to consider control-sharing arrangements

in the most serious way.
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